
REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

UASIN GISHU COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

THE HANSARD 

Tuesday, 29
th

 October, 2019 

The House Met at the County Assembly Chambers at 3:05 pm 

[The Speaker (Hon. David Kiplagat) in the Chair] 

PRAYER 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

INSTALLATION OF OUTDOOR  SECURITY LIGHTING IN BUSINESS PREMISES 

The Speaker (Hon. David Kiplagat): Honourable Gorretti, Honourable Joel. 

Hon. Rugut: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for giving me this opportunity to give this Notice of 

Motion. 

Aware that the security of business premises is of  paramount importance to the economy; 

Further Aware paragraph 5[2] of the Fourth Schedule of the Constitution on Kenya 

(Cok)2010 mandates the provision of street lighting  in all business premises; Concerned 

That there is also an increase in muggings and attacks in such areas that lack enough 

lighting: This County Assembly urges the County Government of Uasin Gishu through the 

department of Roads, Transport, Energy and Public Works to formulate a policy that will 

ensure the provision and installation of outdoor  security lighting in all business premises in 

order to enhance security.  

Thank you. 

[The Speaker (Hon. David Kiplagat) left the Chair] 

[The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui) in the Chair] 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Honourable Joel Rugut thank you. 

Supplementary orders of the day clerk! Honurable Joel Rugut 

MOTION 

INSTALLATION OF OUTDOOR  SECURITY LIGHTING IN BUSINESS PREMISES 

Hon. Rugut: Thank you, Mr Speaker, for giving me this opportunity to move this Motion: 

Aware that the security of business premises is of  paramount importance to the economy; 

Further Aware paragraph 5[2] of the Fourth Schedule of the Constitution on Kenya 

(Cok)2010 mandates the provision of street lighting  in all business premises; Concerned 



That there is also an increase in muggings and attacks in such areas that lack enough 

lighting: This County Assembly urges the County Government of Uasin Gishu through the 

department of Roads, Transport, Energy and Public Works to formulate a policy that will 

ensure the provision and installation of outdoor  security lighting in all business premises in 

order to enhance security. Thank you. 

You are aware that for business to succeed, security is very important and security comes 

with lighting especially in our rural areas where we have businesses and normally during the 

night, it is dark. I am moving this Motion through the department of Roads, Transport and 

Energy to ensure that there is lighting in all business premises throughout the county of Uasin 

Gishu.  

Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Who is seconding you, Hon. Rugut? 

Hon. Rugut: I request honourable Korir to second. 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Honourable Joseph Korir. 

Hon. Korir, K (Seconded by bowing). 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Thank you. Honourable Members, a 

Motion has been moved and seconded; I now propose the question. 

(Question proposed) 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Ensuing debate! Honourable Julius 

Songok. 

Hon. Songok: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for giving me this opportunity to support this Motion 

moved by Honourable Member representing Kipsomba Ward, Honounrable Joel Rugut. I 

want to congratulate him because this street lighting is very important in the urban centres 

and the rural areas because it is very risky to move around. you will find vandalization of 

these street lights, putting at risk people doing business and i am in support that the 

department formulates a policy that can stop protect damage because when it rains it becomes 

dark and is insecure.  

I want to say that there should be a back-up to ensure that our streets are well lit to avoid 

cases where our women trading in their businesses in the market geting scared because of 

such cases. I am In support because, as we speak, we have  a trading centre called Kesses 

where for almost a month or two months there are areas that  are in constant black-out 

because  of such cases. 

 I want to say that the department should do something to see that the places be given back up 

or any other thing that will support vandalism of this street lights. And also to secure our 

traders and movements because you find that in areas like Moi university  our student move 

around and they are in dark mostly you will hear cases of rape and some being pick pocketed 

in such case I support this to formulate a policy that will drive this process. Thank you. 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Honourable David Sing’oei. 

Hon. Singoei: Thank you, honourable Speaker, for the opportunity that you have accorded 

me to make my contributions to this Motion originally  moved by honourable Gorretti and, In 

her absence, was moved by Honourable Rugut. I am for the idea of the street lighting. 

whether done by individual or it is done by the government, it enhances security. 

honourable Speaker, the Motion as it stands does not address the issues concerning street 

lighting. This is one Motion that I would not advocate the assembly to pass. As an Assembly, 



if you look at the Constitution, it says this is the first arm of the county government and the 

other side is the second arm of the government. We must be very clear on what we say. When 

we say we formulate a policy that will ensure the provision or that is going to provide, the 

installation of outdoor is not defined. It is either security light because there are other 

lightings which are outdoor. We must be very clear on what we are asking the second arm of 

government when we are drafting Motion. Otherwise this is a Motion that will sit 

somebody’s table and the assembly will say we passed the Motion talking about security 

lights which we did not define ourselves. It is noble Motion but not defined. We must be 

clear; even in a sentence we do not lack English because we are all educated. 

I want to say justice has not been done to this Motion. It is a good Motion and I would not 

support this Motion the way it is but the idea of street lighting is very important. Even in our 

first dispensation Honourable Muya will remember that we passed a similar Motion. We 

wanted the backsides of the streets to have security lights; and even painting of our towns. 

When we talk about business premises, even in the village we have business premises. Are 

we formulating law that even Kipkaren is lit? We must be specific like talk of the urban 

centres like Burnt forest, Eldoret, Moi’s Bridge or we are talking of any business premise 

because all the premises that we do business whether small centres or big centres, are 

business premises. Honourable Speaker, justice has not been done to this Motion. It is a very 

good Motion and I would have supported it. I do not support this Motion. 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Honourable Muya. 

Hon. Muya: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. From the onset I want to thank the 

Almighty God for having enabled me to travel far and wide and to learn that there are people 

who are living better than some of us and yet they are in a desert a place called Dubai. 

Reason if you want to know you can see me to give you the details. It is all about governance. 

One point in connection to what I am going to give  is that my question to the tour guide was 

“do we have blackouts in Dubai?”  That is unheard of;  and not only there - even in 

Singapore. Therefore it is possible. I came when you were about to give directions on this 

Motion. I want to say congratulations to Mary Gorretti for having an idea of  security to our 

people .  

Allow me to differ totally on how the Motion has been framed. It seems that the burden needs 

to be shifted to other people. I might come up with a building and, because I want it to be 

occupied in two years to come, I should not be forced to make sure that I have lighting . that 

should be a mandate of another body. 

The Motion is good. as the speaker who has spoken before  has said, the intention is good but 

how it was  tailored to the end makes me say that i would not want the owner of this Motion 

to feel humiliated when I say I oppose. this is a good idea. It is an idea that needs to be 

looked into further and brought back in a good picture. In Dubai, they have a business centre. 

Dubai is big. The locals are not doing business; it is the people from different countries who 

are operating businesses. Why have they thrived? They have been give conducive 

environment for them to do business and more so they have been provided security for them 

to do business. One, With security lights you will not know day and night Such that you just 

walk doing your shopping until 2: 00 am because of the security lights done by the 

government. Two, the security has a component where there are so many intelligent 

policemen and women. I think it is men because women there have little to do but even if you 

leave your mobile phone for 24 hours, nobody will dare steal it. The kind of security is in two 

components: security lights and human resource. Therefore we have a long way to go and it 

is my prayer that our generation will reach there. I Am sure you and i will not never see this 



in Kenya. I don’t want to be pessimistic but it is possible in another generation. Governors 

need to do something.  

Coming back to this Motion, as a good intention with a sober mind - and I do not want 

anyone to feel humiliated.  The Honourable Member together with the drafters of this 

Motion, we do not need to bring something that will not see the light of day because whatever 

we pass here shows who we are, our thinking and the direction we will like our people to 

take. We have passed Motions before which knew were either over burdening our people or 

misdirecting because of not looking at the content.  

With due respect, if the Honourable who brought this Motion is on the Floor, I would ask her  

to pull it back honourably.  Because I cannot see the owner of the name around, Allow me to 

move a Motion ... 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Order, Honourable Muya! There is 

Member who moved that Motion and that is honourable Rugut Joel. Kinldy. 

Hon. Muya: I stand guided. thank you for holding a brief for the member who came up with 

the Motion. I do not want to kill this idea because it can be made better. I want to move a 

Motion. I first give him time to ask him to withdraw so that it can be done properly and be 

brought back to this House for passage Because it is a good Motion. I rest my case. 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Thank you. Since there is no indication of 

any direction, the debate is deemed to have come to an end. So I will exercise my powers and 

put the question.  

(Question put) 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): Honourable Julius, you are out of order 

and that is un-procedural. The Motion has been defeated.  

Honourable Julius, you are out of order and that is un procedural. The Motion has been 

defeated. 

ADJOURNMENT 

The Temporary Speaker (Hon. Amos Kiptanui): And since there is no other business, the 

House stands adjourned until tomorrow 9:30 am 

The House rose at 3:25 pm 

 


